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An algorithm is presented which determines, given two Boolean functions, 
the set of affine transformations and the set of general linear transformations 
under which the functions are equivalent. A method for detecting linear func- 
tions is developed for use in the algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The group of permutations and complementations of n variables, denoted G~, 
is important in the study of switching and automata theory. Elements of G~ act 
on Boolean functions by permuting and/or complementing their variables. 
Slepian, in 1953, pointed out that functions equivalent under the action of G.n 
may be implemented by the same physical network, provided both a variable 
and its complement are available as inputs. Thus, in design problems, only one 
member of each equivalence class need be considered. Although no formula 
for the number of equivalence classes is known, this number may be found by 
the use of generating functions as shown in Harrision (1965). Work has been 
done to classify Boolean functions using G~ and groups that have G~, as a 
subgroup. Stone and Jackson (1969) define a family to be a class of functions 
which are equivalent under affine transformations of the type f (X )  = g(aX) @ 
l(X), where a ~ G~ and l(X) is an arbitrary linear function, that is, l(X) = 
q~ 
Z¢=1 a~xi @ % for all X~ B ~, where B ~ {0, 1}, aj ~ B, j  = O, 1,..., n. Harrison, 
in 1964, derived an algorithm for counting the number of such families and 
pointed out that the affine equivalence of functions is likely to be a promising 
approach for the solution of design problems. 
The problem of finding an algorithm for determining when two functions are 
equivalent under G~ or under affine transformations was posed by Harrison 
(1964), This paper gives such algorithms; they will, in addition, calculate the sets 
of transformations with respect o which the functions are equivalent in these 
two senses. Toward this end, a method for detecting linear functions is first 
developed. As a by-product of the main algorithm, the fixed groups of a Boolean 
function under Gn and under affine transformations can both be computed. 
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2. DETECTING LINEAR FUNCTIONS 
Throughout  this paper B wil l  represent he Boolean algebra (0, I}. Boolean 
functions will be written in disjunctive normal  fo rmf (X)  = ~2~-1 aiPi ,  where 
i=O 
a i ~ B and Pi is the monomial  x~%x~_1%-I ... x lq with ibin = e~en_ 1 -.- e 1 , x~ 1 -~ x j ,  
and xj ° -= 2j .  I f  ai = 1, Pi is a minterm of f .  We will often use the 2~-tuple 
(a iL1 ,  a~_2 .... , %) to represent f (X ) .  Such a tuple is symmetric iff a2~_,_ i = ai ,  
i = 0,..., 2 n - -  1, and is called skew-symmetric iff a2,-l- i  = di ,  i = 0,..., 2 n - -  1. 
I t  can be easily shown that, if in a sequnce (a2~_ 1 ..... a0) , every subsequence 
(a2~_ 1 ,..., %), m = 1, 2,..., n, is symmetr ic  or skew-symmetric,  then the same 
holds true for (%,  a 1 ,..., a=,_l) and (do, d 1 .... , d2,_1). 
THEOREM 1. A Boolean.function f = (a2~-1 ,..., al , %) is linear iff, for all m 
such that 1 ~ m <~ n, (a~_ 1 ..... a 1 , %) is symmetric or skew-symmetric. 
Proof. We will use induction on n, the number  of variables off .  All functions 
of one variable are l inear and all satisfy the condit ion of the theorem. Assume the 
theorem is true for n ~< k and suppose n : -  k q- 1. We will first le t fbe  given by 
(a2~+~_ 1 ,..., a0) and let f satisfy the condit ion of the theorem. We may write 
f = x~+lgl @ x~+lg2, where gl and g2 are functions of k variables given by 
(a~+~_~ .... , a2~) and (a~k_~ ,..., %), respectively. Not ing that by hypothesis g~ 
satisfies the condit ion of the theorem, by the induction assumption we conclude 
that  g2 is linear. 
We will next show that g~ is linear. Let  gl = (b2~-1 ,..., bo), so b2k_ ~ = a~+,_~. 
We want to show that, for all m such that 1 ~< m ~< k, (b2~_ 1 ,..., bo) is symmetric 
or skew-symmetr ic .  I f  (a~k+~_l .... , %) is symmetric,  then gl = (b2~-1 ..... bo) = 
(a o .... , a2~_1). I f  (a27~+~_ ~ ..... %) is skew-symmetric,  then gl = (ao ..... d~_l). In 
both cases, the requirements of the present heorem are satisfied and gl is linear. 
Let  g~=cqx~@%x~@."@a~x~@~.  We will now show that g~ -= 
%x~ @ %x~ @ ":  @ %x~ @/3,/3 ~ {0, 1}. Suppose first that (a2~+x_~ .... , a0) is 
symmetric.  I f  (aeL~ ,..., %) is symmetric,  then 
g~ = (a~+~ ~ ,. . . ,  a~,o) = (ao , . . . ,  a~_~) = (a~<~ ... . .  ao) = g~ 
and /3 = ~. I f  (a~_~ ..... ao) is skew-symmetric,  then g~ = (a~+~_~,..., a~) = 
(a o .... ,a2~_~) = (gz,_~,a-~_2 .... ,d0) = ff~ = g~@] and f i=c~@l .  Next  
suppose that (a~,:+l_ 1 , a~e+~_~ .. . . .  do) is skew-symmetric.  By a similar argument,  
if (a~_~, az~_2 .... , %) is symmetric,  then & = g~ @ 1 and, if (a~,_~ ,..., %) is 
skew-symmetric,  then g~ = gz.  
Thus,  we have that 
f = x~+~g~ @ ~+~g~ 
= x~+~(o,~ ® %~ ®.. .  ~ o~,o~ ®/3) ® ~+~(o~m ® ,~x~ ®.. .  ® ~x~ ® ~) 
is linear. 
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We will now suppose that f = (a2k+L 1..... a0) is l inear and show that f 
satisfies the condit ion of the theorem. I f  f is the constant function 0 or the 
constant function 1, then f clearly satisfies the condit ion of the theorem. Suppose 
f (X )=xq@xi2@'"@x#@~,  where l  ~r~<n,  1 ~<i 1<i  2<' ' '< i ,~<n 
and ~ ~ {0, 1}. We must show that, for each m such that 1 ~ m ~ n, (a.2~-1, 
a2,~_~ ,..., ao) is symmetric or skew-symmetric.  Consider a fixed m and let p be 
maximal such that i~ ~< m. I f  no suchp exists, le tp  = 0. Consider any i < 2 m, so 
ibi n = (en, e~_ 1 .... , el) , where e~ - -  0 for l > m, and define an integer K deter- 
mined by f ,  m, and i as follows: 
K = [{ij [ 1 ~<j  <~ r and ei~ : 1}l 
= I{i~ll  <~j~r ,  ij ~m,  ande~= 1}[ 
= l{ij [ j  ~p  and e~, : 1}1. 
For  arbitrary X, f (X)  = 1 iff I{ij ] xij = 1 and 1 ~ j  ~< r}l is odd and c~ = 0, or 
I { i~ lx i j=  1 and 1 ~<j~<r} l  is even and~ = 1. Hence, s ince i<2 m,a i = 
f (e~,  e~_ 1 ..... el) - -  l iff K is odd and ~ = 0, or K is even and c~ = 1. Now 
2 m - -  i - -  1 has p - -  K ones in i t positions, j = 1, 2,..., r, so a~,~_,:_ 1 = 1 iff 
p - -  ~c is odd and c~ = 0, or p - -  ~c is even and ~ = 1. 
I f  p is even, (p  - -  K) + K is even, so p - -  K and K are both odd or both even. 
Thus  ai =- av~- i -1,  0 ~< i ~< 2 ~-  1. I f  p is odd, (p - -  K) -j- K is odd and 
ai ----- a2~- i -1 ,0  ~< i ~< 2 ~ - -  1. Q.E.D. 
I f  f is written as a 2n-tuple representing its disjunctive normal  form, it is 
easy to recognize whether or not f i s  linear. I f f i s  not identical ly zero or identical ly 
one, a necessary condit ion for f to be l inear is that exactly half  of the entries must 
be ones. The criterion for l inearity given in Theorem 1 forces a high degree of 
symmetry  on the 2n-tuple representing f. For  example, it follows easily that f is 
l inear if and only if, when the 2n-tuple (string of zeros and ones) represent ingf  
is part i toned into 2 k substr ings (each of length 2 n-~) for 1 ~< k ~< n, each sub- 
str ing is symmetric or skew-symmetric.  Thus, discrepancies in the symmetry 
needed for l inearity are quite easy to detect. For  example, the function repre- 
sented by (0fl~00001100111100) is not l inear since, if the string is part i toned into 
four equal- length substrings, the substring in brackets is not symmetr ic or skew- 
symmetric. 
After determining that a function is indeed a linear function, we need a con- 
venient method of expressing f = (a~._ 1 .... , ao) in the more informative ring 
normal form, f (X )  : -  ~lxl  @ a~x2 @ "'" @ a~x~ @ ~o. 
LEMMA 1. If f = (a2~_ ~ .... , ao) = ~ aixi @ c% is a linear function, then 
O~o = ao and o~ i = a2~-1_ 1 @ a2i_l , for  i : 1,..., n. 
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Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. All  four functions of one variable 
are l inear and the relationship given by the lemma can easily be verified. Assume 
the lemma is true for n ~ k and le t fbe  l inear in n -~ k q- 1 variables. 
Case 1. Suppose ~+1 = 0. Thenf i s  l inear in x l ,  x~. ,..., x~. I f  f,  as a func- 
t ion of k q- 1 variables, is represented as (a2~+t_ z .... , a0) , then f,  as a function of k 
variables, is represented as (a2~_ 1 ,..., %). By the induction hypothesis, ~0 = a0 
and ~i =- a2,-1-1 @ a2,-1, i = 1,..., k. Since f does not depend on the value 
of x7:+i, the combinations of k q- 1 values, (1, 1,..., 1) and (0, 1, 1,..., 1), yield 
the same function value, so a.~+L1 =- a2~_1 and ~+1 ~ a~+~_x @ a~_~ = 0. 
Case 2. Suppose a~+~ -= 1. Let  a l inear function f of k @ 1 variables be 
represented by (az~+t_~ .... , a0) and let g(_3~) = % @ ~'~t  ~x i ,  the linear function 
defined by f (0 ,  x~ .... , xa), be represented by (b~,_~ ,..., bo). I f  X = (0, e~ ,..., e~) 
and _J~ = (e~ ,..., e~), then g(3~-) = b~, where i b in= (e~ .... , el) and f (X )  = a~, 
where i~in = (0, ee ..... ea). Since g(2)  = f (X ) ,  b~ = a~ for i ~< 2 ~ - -  1. Hence, 
fo r j  < k + 1, ~ = b2~-~_~ @ b.,~_x = a2i_x_ 1 @ az~_x. Thus,  we need only show 
that ~z~+l_x @ a~_~ = 1 or that ~2z+z_x =/: a2~_~. Recalling that f (X )  = 
g(X)@x~+~,weseethat f (1 ,  1,..., 1) =g(1 ,  1 .... ,1 )@1 and f (0,  1, . . . ,1) = 
g(1, 1 ..... 1) @ 0. Thus , f (1 ,  1,..., 1) @ 1 =f (0 ,  1,..., 1). Q.E.D. 
3. GRouPs ACTING ON BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 
The  group of permutat ions and complementat ions of n Boolean variables G n 
is the scmidirect product  of C2 n by Sn ,  where C2 ~ represents n copies of the 
cyclic group of order two and S ,  is the symmetr ic group on n letters. We will  
thus represent elements a ~ G,  uniquely as a = ~T, ~ ~ S n , -c ~ C~% 
We extend the action of a ~ Sz a G ,  to a monomial  of B[x n , x~_ z ,..., xl] by 
the rule 
n n-1 (n)~: (n-1)~ "'(1)~ 
= xe(n)~-l(~)inX~l~-l)~-l@in-ln n -1 "'" $~ (1}~-1Gi1' 
where ~- = ( in,  i,_1 ,..., i 0.  I f /b in  = (e , ,  e,_ 1 ..... ca) and 
we write (i)~ = j so that a is a permutat ion of {0, 1 ..... 2" - -  1}. Since every 
Boolean function written in disjunctive normal form is a sum of monomials,  we 
define 
(2"- la,  pi ) 
2n--1 
= ~ a~pc~)o. 
i=0 
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It should be noted at this point that f~-r(X) ~- f (x~. r ,  x~_l~z ,..., xl~.r), so that 
the action of e on a Boolean function can be thought of as a permutation and/or 
complementation of the input variables. 
An element e~ G~ fixes f if and only i f fe  =f .  We will use the notation 
2V 1 -~ {e ~ G~ I f  = fe}. A procedure for calculating Arf is given by Edwards 
(1973). Results obtained in this paper will give, as a by-product, an alternate 
method of calculating Nf .  
For each positive integer n, let L~ = {f l f  is a linear Boolean function of n 
variables}. The affine group A n is the semidirect product of L~ by G~, with 
multiplication (el,/1)(e2,12) = (e~a~, 12 @ l~a2) for e l ,  a~ ~ G~, h , /2  ~L~. 
An element (a, l) of A~ is called an affine transformation and acts on the set of 
Boolean functions by the action f (e,  l) = fe  @ I. For Boolean functions, f and 
g, of n variables, we define Hf  = {(e, l) ~ A~ If(a, l) = f} and Hs, g = {(e, l) 
A,~ I f  ~- g(a, 1)}. 
LEMMA 2. I f  f and g are in the same equivalence class under the action of G,~ , 
that is, i f  there is a a ~ G,, such that g ~ fe,  then 
/ / i  = {(ee~e-~, @-9  [ (e~,/1) ~/-/~}. 
Proof. Suppose (a', l') a Hr .  Since a' = aa" for some a" E Gn , fee"  @ l' =f ,  
ge- ®/ '  =f ,  ge"e ® ro =fe  = g, and (e"e, re) ~ U.. Since (e(e"~)e-1, l'~e-1) = 
(ee", l') = (a', l'), (e', l') ~ {(ae~a -~, l~a -~) I (e~ , la) ~ Hg}. The other inclusion is 
immediate. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. There exist distinct right cosets NW~ , NW~ ..... NIae o~N s in G and 
corresponding distinct linear functions 11, l 2 ,..., l~ such that H 1 = Oi=~(Nsai , li). 
Since (Ns , O) C_ [1i ,  we may assume in general that a 1 = 1 and l 1 = O. 
Proof. The following result is applicable and easy to verify: if G is a semi- 
direct product of subgroup H and normal subgroup 1<2, Go is a subgroup of G 
with G 0nK=l ,  H 0 denotes G 0n i l ,  and K o = {h~KIh~k~Go,  some 
h~ e H}, then the cosets Hob ~ of H o in H are all distinct and G o = {,Je~0 Hohkk 
(disjoint union). The lemma follows by letting G = An, H = G~, K = Ln ,  
G O = Hf ,  and H o = Nf .  Q.E.D. 
The proofs of the following two lemmas are immediate. 
LEMMA 4. For fandg Boolean functions, Hg.1 = {(a, 0 -1 [ (a, l) ~ Hf.g}. 
LI~MMA 5. I f  (a, l) ~ H1,g , Hs. , = Hg(a, I) = (a, l)H±. 
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4. DETECTING TIlE LINEARITY OF f @g(r 
By Lemmas 3 and 5, if Hs.g =A ~,  the calculation of Hs. ~ will give, as a 
by-product,  the sets Ny,  No ,  H s and Hg.  For n = 1, all calculations can easily 
be done by inspection. For n >/2 ,  we will first need to discuss another method 
of detecting linear functions. 
We will let Ca = {(c~, c~_1 ,... , q)  ] ci = cj = d, 1 <~ i < j,  ce ~ B, k v a i, j}. 
In  this notation, "d" represents a "don' t  care" state. To each c c Ca,  we may 
associate four monomials, each of the form x no nxq~_ len1 . . .  X11,C where xi ° = x i ,  
xi 1 ---- xi and xi a = xi or xi • In  particular, for i, j ,  k as in the definition of C~, 
let q be such that qbin = (d~, d~_~,..., dl), where di --- dj = 0 and d~ = % and let 
r be such that rbi n = (e~, en_ 1 ,..., el) , where ei = 1, e j=  0, and eT~ = %.  Then  
the four monomials associated with c are pq,pe+2j-1, P~,Pr+~-I .  We then 
evaluate a function of n variables, f = ~ aiPi ,  at c ~ C a as follows: fi1(c) = 
a, @ aq+2~-i @ a r @ a~+2~_1. For example, ]3f(0, d, 1, d) ---- a 2 @ a 6 @ a s @ av
since q = 2, r = 3 and j  ----- 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a function of n variables. Then f is linear iff y (c )  ---- 0 
Vc~ C~ . 
Pro@ I f f  is linear, f can be written as f (X )  = xil @ xi~ @ "'" @ xi~ @ c, 
where 1 ~< i~ < i~ < --" < im ~< n, c ~ {0, 1}, and the set {i~, i2 ,..., i~} may be 
empty. Then,  for ~ ~ Ce% ~- = (e~, e~_~,..., e~), e~ ~ (0, 1} for j = 1, 2,..., n, 
jet xell @1 @ eiz @l eim*l = '1 % ®"" ®xi~ ®c=x,  l®x~®. . .®x~®c' ,  
where c 'E{0,1}.  Thus  f@f r  = c@c '=c"~{O,  1}. Let r~eC2"  be the 
element which complements only x~. Then  (pq)rj = Pq+2J-* and (pr)rj = 
p~+~-I •S ince f  @ fr~ = cj e {0, 1}, we get that aq @ aq+2J-1 = c~ = a¢ @ ar+2~-t 
and the result follows. 
Suppose now that/~Y(c) 0 for all c e C~ Let f  @fr~ x.2"-1 • = z-.i=0 bi~Pi • We first 
show that bia = bo~ for i = 1, 2 , . ,  2 n - -  1. First, let us consider the case where 
/bin = (e~, e~_l,... , et) has e~ = 0. Suppose e~ ~- 1 iff l = i~, i2 ,... , i~. We will 
use induct ion on r to show that a 0 @ av_l @ ai @ a~+zz-1 = 0. Noting that 
bi~ = ai @ ai+2~-~ and that b0~ = a 0 @ az~-l, we will be able to conclude that 
bo~ = bi ~. For r = 1, let (ca, c~_~ ..... q )  e C~ be such that c~ = cq = d and 
c~ = 0, k =/= j ,  i l .  Then  fi~(c~, cn_~ .... , q )  = a 0 @ a~- i  @ a i @ ai+2~-z = O. 
Next, assuming that the result is true for r ~ h, we let r = k + 1. Thus  
i=(e~,en_a , . . .  ,e~) has e j=0 and e t= 1 iff l= /1 , i z  .... ,i~+~. Define 
h = (f~ ,f~_a ,...,fx), where f~ = e~ for l @ i~+~ and f~+a = 0. By induction, 
since h also has a zero in the f lh position, a 0 @ az;-1 @ aa @ a~+z~_x = 0. Since 
/?~(c,~, C~_l ,... , cl) = 0, where c~- ---- d = ci~+l and ce ---- e~ for h =/= j,  ie+x, we get 
that an @ ah+z~-i @ ai @ ai+u~-i =- 0 and we can conclude that a 0 @ az~-i @ 
a i @ ai+z~-~ = O. 
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I f /bin has a one in the jth position, i - -  2 ~-1 has a zero in the jth position. 
Using the above argument, we find that a 0 @ a2j-1 @ ai_2j_~ @ ai_2j_~+2~-_~ = 0. 
Thus b0J = a 0 @ a2;-x = ai_~-~ @ ai -~ biL 
We show now that, for all r ~ C~n,f @f-r = c, ~ {0, I}. Suppose ~- = ~-~1%. ~ ". %. 
where, if i ~ k, ji :/: j~, and %. is the element of Ce ~ which complements only 
the variable x~i. Thenf@fr~-  = b~ andf@f~5- ~ = b~ and we conclude that 
f%. @f,r~ = b~l @ b~ which implies that f%. r~. @f  = b~l @ b~ 6 {0, 1}. Con- 
tinuing this process, we g t the result. 
To prove f is linear, by Theorem 1 we need only show that i @ a~_i_~ = 
a~ @ a~_~_~ for 1 ~ m ~< n and 0 ~ i , j  ~< 2 ~ --  1. Let ~- be the element of C~ n 
which complements {x, ] 1 ~< s < m}. Then for i, j restricted as above, Pi -= 
(pv~_i_a)r and (p~)-c =Pv~-~-~. Sincef @fT = C, ~(0, 1}, ai @ av~-i-~ = c, = 
a~. @ az,~_~- ~. Q.E.D. 
Notice that an element a ~ G~ permutes the elements of Cn under the usual 
permutation and complementation of the members of the n-tuple, allowing 
that fir = d. This operation gives rise to the following relationship. 
LEMMA 6. For a ~ G n and c ~ C~ , fiS'(c) --- fie(ca-I). 
Proof. Letc  =(c~,%_1 ..... q )~C~,wherec i=c j=d,  1 ~<i<j~<n.  
Defining q and r as in the discussion following the definition of C~, we have that 
c is associated with the monomials pq, p~+~-l, p , ,  and P~+2J-1 and that ca -1 is asso- 
ciated with the monomials pq~_X @ p(~+~j-~)~-~ @ Pr,-* @ P(~+~-x)~-x • I f  f (X )  = 
-'~, 9n -1  U2n--1 a 1 ~ Thus, i=o aiPi thenfa(_X') ~=.-1 , , = Li o aiPi = z,i=0 ~'o- ~-i • 
t t /3¢°(c) = a~ ® a' a'  a+2 j-1 (~ r @ ar+2J-1 
= a~_~ ® %+~-1)~-~ ® a~.-i ® %+~1~o-1 = y(c~-~). 
THEOREM 3. Let f and g be functions of n variables. Then f @ ga is linear iff 
is a bijection of {c ~ C~ I fig(c) = 1} onto {c e C~ [ fl1(c) --= 1}. 
Proof. We have that f  @ga is linear iff/3s~g*(c) -~ 0 for all c ~ C~ iff/3S(c) 
flO~(c) for all c ~ C iff fi1(c) = fig(ca -1) for all c ~ C iff a is the required bijection. 
5. AN ALGORITHM FOR CALCULATING mf,g 
We will now outline a method for calculating Hf. o , where f and g are arbitrary 
Boolean functions of n variables. The section ends with a specific example to 
which this algorithm is applied. 
Step 1. List all elements of C~, partitioning C~ into blocks Bed, where 
1 ~<j < k ~< n and B~,~. = {(%, cn-1,..., q)  ~ C~ ] c~ = cj = d}. 
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Step 2. For each element (c~, c~_t ,..., q) of C~, calculate fig(%, c~_1 ,..., q)  
and /3I(%, c~_ 1 ,..., q). In particular, for fig(c~, c~_1 ,..., q), count modulo 2 
the number of minterms of g in which the zeros and ones match up with the 
zeros and ones in the n-tuple (%, c~_ 1 .... , q). Since each minterm o f f  meets the 
conditions of exactly one member of each block, each minterm will be counted 
exactly once in calculating the values for each block. We get that 
f i '(c., c~_ 1 .... , Cl) = 1, 
(Cn,6n_l ,...,Cl)~Bk, J 
for 1 ~ j < k ~ n if and only i f /has  an odd number of minterms. This fact is 
useful as a quick check for mistakes in calculations. 
Step 3. If the number of ones in the g column is not equal to the number of 
ones in the f column, there can be no bijection as required in Theorem 3 and 
Hs,g = ;~. Otherwise, continue. 
~-~.  af g Step 4. To each block B~.~, associate four subblocks B~,~., ~,~, Bk, ~ , and 
- -g  y 
B~@, where Bk,j = {(c~, %-i,. . . ,  q)  eBk.j I fi1(c~, c~__1 ..... q) = 1} and 
B-~,~. ~ {(c~, c~_ 1 ,..., q)  E B~,j t fi1(e~, c.-1,..., q)  = 0) and similarly in the 
other tWO cases~ FOr each pair (k, j),  where 1 ~<j < k ~< n, list B~dif  I " t Bk,~l ~< 
B - f  ! B~./ ]  and list 7~,~" otherwise; similarly for the B~,~. 
Step 5. If the number of subblocks of cardinality rn listed for g equalsthe 
n--2 number Of subblocks of cardinality m listed for f for m = 0, 1,..., 2 , continue. 
Otherwise, since, for a~ G~, (B]~,~.)~r f -< "' k' , = Bk,.j, , some l  J < <Q n, Hf  g = ;g. 
Step 6. Pick m such that the number of subblocks of size m o f f  is minimal 
but not zero. Let the subblocks.of g_of size m~b eidentified by the pairs (kt, J0, 
(h2, J2) ..... (k~, Jr), where r ~> 1 and let the subblocks o f f  of size m be identified 
by the pairs (k;,j'~), (h'e,j'z) ..... (h;, j ; ) .  Consider all ~e S~ such that, for 
s = 1, 2,..., r, {k s ,j,}~ ~ {k; ,j;} for some 1 ~< t ~< r. Delete from this set any 
such that [ B g B s /2 g -~ B ,,j, < ~< n ~,J] =/= I k',J'] or I ~,Jl :/= ] },wherel ~<j k and 
{k, j}$ = {h', j'}. For each remaining ~ ~ S,~, let ~ act on each element in the g 
column. We are interested in finding all r ~ C2 ~ such that ~r takes each element 
of C~ in the g column to an element of C~ in the f column. Let the g column 
have p elements, q ,  c2,... , %.  Let E a ~ {r ~ C~ ~ [ (cq)~r is in the f column} 
for 1 ~< q ~ p. Then (~,f  @ ga) ~ H~,~, where a = ~r iff r ~ ~q~ E~. 
Step 7. For each ~ above, we need to calculate f @ ga. As an aid in this 
calculation, we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. I f  I (X) = 3 "~-~ a,p~ = ~=a ~xi @ % is a linear function, then 
~-1 
~ = ~=o ~ ® a~_~ for j = o, ~,..., n. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on j. By Lemma 1, a o = a o and 
~ ~ a o @ a~ = % @ a~ and the result follows in both cases. Supposej = p > 1 
643/45/2-4 
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and assume the result is true for j : p --  1. Then ~ = a2~-i_ 1 @ a2~-i • Since 
we have 
~-2 ~--2 ~--I 
0d~o--1 ~-'~- ~,, c~k @az,- l_ i , o~ = o~o_1 ~ ~ ~k@a2~_i :  ~ a~@a2~-i. 
k=O k~O k=O 
Q.E.D. 
In order to calculate f (X )  @ ga(X) = I(X) = ot o @ ~n 1 c~ixi , we use the fact 
that 
i--1 
o~ i : ~ °(k @ a l ,  
2 ' -1  
7c=o 
i--1 
~k ~ a1" a g~ 
2~_1 @ 2i--1 
k=O 
i--1 
aU Og~ 0 a2i_ 1 ~ (2i--1)a -1"  
k=0 
Step 8. Having calculated Hf.g, we can easily write down Hg.t , Ha, H f ,  N~, 
and N s using Lemmas 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n = 5 and f and g be defined by the following list of 
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g f g f . :  
B3,e: (1, 1,,d, d, 1) 1 0 Ba,~: (1, 1, d, 1, d) 
(1, 1, d, d, --1) 0 0 (1, 1, a, --1, d) 
(1, --1, d, d, 1) 1 0 ~.' , (1, --1, d, 1, d) 
(1 , - -1 ,d ,d , - -1 )  1 1 (1,--1, d, --1, d) 
(--1, 1, d, d, 1) 1 1 (--1, 1, d, 1, d) 
(--1, 1, d, d, --1) 1 0 (--1, 1, d, --1, d) 
( -1 ,  -1 ,  d, d, 1) 1 o ( -1 ,  -2 ,  d, 1, d) 









We now list the subblocks Bk, ~ or k.~ and B~,j or Bk,j, 1 ~ j < k':~ n, m 
the order of increasing cardinality: We also group together the B~,j and Bk,j g'~ 
of the same cardinality and the BT-~,J and - -a  Bk.j of the same cardinality :since we 
want B~,ja f -a = Bk, ~. and Be,~cr =/~, j . .  
B.g,4 : (d, d, 1, 1, 1) 
(d, d, 1, --1, --1) 
B~,z: (d, 1, I, d, --1) 
(d, --1, 1, d, --1) 
B~,2 : (1, d, --1, d, - -1)  
(--1, d,--1,  d, --1) 
Bg3,1 : (1, 1, d, 1, d) 
( -1,  -1 ,  d, -1 ,  d) 
B£,a: (d, d, 1, 1, 1) 
: (d,d, 1, 1,--1) 
BL:  (d, 1, 1, 11 d) " 
(a, -1 ,  1, l, d) 
B~,~: (1, d, 1, -a ,  d) 
(--1, d, 1, --1, d) 
B~, 2 : (1, --1, d, d, --1) 
: (--1, 1, d, d, 1) 
Bs, 3-" : (d , l ,d ,  1,--1) 
(d, --1, d, --1, --1) 
B~,~-" : (d, 1, 1, 1, d) 
(d, --1, 1, -1 ,  d) 
/~g,,~ : (1, d, d, 1, --1) 
(--1, d, d, --1, --1) 
/?ga,2 : (1, 1, d, d, --1) 
( - -1, - -1,  d,d,--1) 
~G:  (d, 1, d, l, 1) 
(d,--1, a, 1, 1) 
/?¢5,2 : (d, 1, 1, d, 1) 
(a, -1 ,  l, d, --1) 
/~,2 : (1, d, 1, d, --1) 
(-- l ,d, 1,d, 0 
/~2,~ : (1, --1, 1, d, d) 
(--1, 1, 1, d, d) 
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, B~,~ : (1, d, 1, 1, d) 
0, d, 1, -1 ,  d) 
(1, d, --1, --1, d) 
( - -Ld, - -L- -Ld)  
B~. 1 : (1, 1, --1, d, d) 
(--1, 1, 1, d, d) 
( - - l ,  1, --1, d, d) 
(--1, --1, 1, d, d) 
B14,3 : 
B~,  1 • 
(1, d,d,--1, --1) 
(--1, d, d, 1, 1) 
(--Ld, d, 1,--1) 
(--Ld, d,--L--1) 
(1, 1, d, 1, d) 
(1, 1, d, --1, d) 
(1, --1, d, 1, d) 
(--1,1, d,--1, d) 
The number of subblocks of g of each cardinality equals the number of sub- 
blocks o f f  of each cardinality, so we will continue. The number of subblocks of g 
of cardinality m ~ 4 is minimal so we next determine {6: c S~ ] {i, j}6: = {k,/}, 
where 1 ~<i<j~<n,  1 ~<k<l~<n,  and I B~,~] ~ ]B~, kl ~m}.  For this 
example we have the following possibilities: 
If ~: {1, 4} --~ {3, 4), If 
{1, 2}--+ {1, 3}, 
(12345~ = (1, 3, 2) then 
then 6: = \312451 
(12345~ = (1, 3, 5, 2). or 
or ~ = \31542! 
~:{1, 4} --~ {1, 3}, 
{1, 2} --~ {3, 4}, 
(12345~ = (1, 3, 2, 4) 
~- \34215! 
(12345~ = (1, 3, 5, 2, 4) 
= \34512! 
For each ~ calculated above, we check that, if B},~ occurs in the list and 
{i,j}~ = {k,/}, k < 1, ]B r g -g ~,kl = I B~,i ] and that, if B3, i occurs in the list and 
(i, j}6: ~- (k, l}, k < l, I B~,~ [ = [ B j,~ -~ [. In this way, the possibilities ( l, 3, 5, 2, 4 ) 
and (1, 3, 5, 2) are eliminated. We will let ~1 = (1, 3, 2, 4) and ~ = (t, 3, 2). 
Let us first calculate {7 E C~ ~ ] B~.,i~lr = Bf, k,  where 1 ~< i < j  ~< n, 1 ~< k < 
l ~< n, and {i,j}~ = {k,/}}. We begin by considering the first subblock forg, Bg,~. 
We want B~,4~l'r = B£, 1 . We get that 
(d,d, 1, 1, --1)~a~ ~- (d, 1, --1, 1, d)T = (d, 1, 1, 1, d) or (d, --1, 1, 1, d) 
and that 
(d,d, 1 , - -1 , - -1 )~V : (d ; - -1 , - -1 ,1 ,  d)* = (d, l, l, l, d) or (d , - -1 ,1 ,1 ,  d). 
Thus ~- has the form (_, 0, 1, 0, _) or (_,1, 1, 0, _), briefly ~ = (_, _, 1, 0, _). 
In order to determine restrictions on the blanks, which occur in positions other 
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than positions 2 and 3, we consider B° 3,~, the subblock of g which is sent to 
B~,~ by ~.  We get that 
(1, 1, d, 1, d)~:~- = (1, 1, d, d, 1)r 
= (1, --1, a, a, -1 )  or (--1,  1, d, d, 1) 
and that 
( -1 ,  -1 ,  a, -1 ,  a)@- = ( -1 ,  -1 ,  a, a, -1)~- 
= (1, --1, d, d, - -1) or (-1,1,a,a, 1). 
Thus ~ has the form (0, 1, _, _, 1) or (1, 0, _, _, 0). Combining this with the 
above restrictions for z, we get z = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) or (1, 0, 1, 0, 0). We now have 
the two candidates ~1 = (1, 3, 2, 4)(0, 1, 1, 0, 1) and ~2 = (1, 3, 2, 4)(1,0, 1, 0, 0). 
Carrying through the same procedure for ~:2 = (1, 3, 2), we get the candidates 
% = (1, 3, 2)(0, 1, 1, 0, 1) and a 4 = (1, 3, 2)(1, 0, 1, 0, 0). We must now check, 
for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, that (Bg,i)e m = Bf, k and that (B~,i)¢ m =/~f,~ for 1 ~< i < j  ~< n, 
1 ~< k < l ~ n, and { i , j}~ = {k,/}, where e~ = ~%~.  The elements % and % 
do not satisfy these conditions and are eliminated. 
We will now complete 11 = f @ gex, and la = f @ ge4. The linear function 
11 = C~O @ E~=I O~iXi, where 
% = a0S @ a(o)~i-1 = a0S @ a~l = 0, 
~ = 0 ® a /® a(~,o~ = ~/® ~ = 1, 
~2 1@ s = % @a(~)o~l= 1@a~Ga~ g=0,  
g % = O @ a~ s @ a(7).rl = l @ a7 s @ a6 ° -~ 0, 
Y g f ~ O~ oq -~ 1 @ ala @ aaa)o~ = 1 @ ala @ a4 a 
f g l a % = 1 @ % @ a(31~_~ = 1 @ a~l @ a2o = 1, 
so l 1 - -  x 1 @ xz @ x~ @ x 5 . In a similar manner, we find that l 4 = x 1 @ x 2 @ 
X8 @ ,X' 5 . 
We can now conclude that 
H~.g = (((1, 3, 2, 4)(0, 1, 1, 0, 1), xl @ xs), 
((1.3.2)(1.0. 1.0. 0). xl ® x2 ® x, ® xs)). 
Hg,s = {((1, 4, 2, 3)(0, 1, 0, 1, 1), x 4 @ x 5 @ 1), 
((1, 2, 3)(1, 0, 0, 0, 1), xl @ x 2 @ x a @ xs)}, 
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and that 
Hg = Hf,o((1, 2, 3)(1, 0, 0, 0, 1), x I (~ x 2 (~ x 3 (~ xs) 
----- (((2, 4)(1, 1, 0, 1, 0), x I @ x 3 @ 1), ((1), 0)}, 
No -= {(1)), 
Hf  = Ho,I((1, 3, 2)(1, 0, 1, 0, 0), xl @ x2 @ x3 @ xs) 
----- {((1, 4)(1, 1, 0, 0, 1), xl @ x2 @ x~ @ x4), ((1), 0)}, 
~i  = ((1)}. 
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